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ABSTRACT
The origin of the chemically peculiar stars and non-zero eccentricity in evolved close binaries have
been long-standing problems in stellar evolution. Answers to these questions may trace back to an
intense mass transfer phase. In this work, we use AstroBEAR to solve the 3D radiation-hydrodynamic
equations and calculate the mass transfer rate in asymptotic-giant-branch (AGB) binaries that undergo
the wind-Roche-lobe-overflow or Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton (BHL) accretion. To resolve the dynamics of
a circumbinary disk, we implement an azimuthal angle-dependent 3D radiation transfer. We consider
optically thin cooling and obtain the number density of the coolants by solving the Saha equation.
We use MESA to produce the density and temperature of the boundary condition of the AGB star.
Four simulations are carried out to illustrate the transition from the wind-Roche-lobe-overflow to BHL
accretion. Both circumbinary disks and spiral structure outflows can appear in the simulations. The
resulting mass transfer efficiency in our models is up to a factor of eight times higher than what
the standard BHL accretion scenario predicts, and the outflow gains up to 91% of its initial angular
momentum when it reaches 1.3 binary separations. Consequently, some AGB binaries may undergo
orbit shrinkage, and some will expand. The mass transfer efficiency is closely related to the presence
of the circumbinary disks. Circumbinary disks may form when the optical thickness in the equatorial
region becomes greater than a critical value. The increase of the optical thickness is due to the deflected
wind.
Keywords: binaries: symbiotic – methods: numerical – stars: AGB and post-AGB – stars: winds,
outflows
1. INTRODUCTION
Asymptotic-giant-branch (AGB) stars have a signif-
icantly larger size (∼ 1AU) than their main-sequence
counterparts. They have pulsating atmosphere (Vlem-
mings et al. 2017; Khouri et al. 2019) and may ex-
hibit variability with a long period from 200 days to
1000 days (Mowlavi et al. 2018; Karambelkar et al.
2019). AGB stars are one of the major sites in galax-
ies that produce metal. Metal can be carried away
from the AGB stars by radiation-driven AGB winds
when dust form. Such properties make the AGB stars
ideal for interacting with, more specifically, pollute their
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nearby stellar objects. In the case that there is a main-
sequence star close to an AGB star, a substantial frac-
tion of the mass-loss may be accreted onto the main
sequence companion (Mohamed & Podsiadlowski 2012;
Chen et al. 2017; de Val-Borro et al. 2017; Saladino et al.
2018). As a result, the metallicity of the companion may
change. Such early-stage low-mass stars become chemi-
cally peculiar, and their future evolution will be strongly
affected. Carbon-enhanced-metal-poor (CEMP) stars
(Abate et al. 2013, 2015), Barium stars (Bidelman &
Keenan 1951; Escorza et al. 2019), CH stars (Keenan
1942; McClure & Woodsworth 1990) and dwarf carbon
(Dahn et al. 1977; Roulston et al. 2019) are common
examples of the chemically peculiar stars. Their exis-
tence could be the evidence of the mass transfer during
the previous AGB binary phase. The binarity of CH
stars and CEMP stars has been studied through long-
term observation (McClure & Woodsworth 1990; Joris-
sen et al. 2016), confirming that many of them have
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Figure 1. A schematic picture of the WRLOF. The coor-
dinate is scaled to the binary separation d. The contours of
the L1, L2, and L3 Lagrangian potential are drawn in red,
green, and blue dashed lines. The AGB star is in yellow
color, which is filling a fraction of its Roche lobe. Its dust
forming region is represented by the gray ring. The compan-
ion star may have an ionization region, and we indicate that
region by a purple line.
companions. A strong positive correlation between the
circumstellar disk and binarity has also been established
in galactic RV Tauri stars (Manick et al. 2017). The non-
zero eccentricity in these stars indicates some intense in-
teractions that can pump the eccentricity may happen
in close binary with giants. Also, many RV Tauri stars
show a lack of refractory elements, which is called ’de-
pletion’ (Giridhar et al. 1994; Van Winckel et al. 1998).
Some researches suggest that the reaccretion of gas from
a circumstellar disk around the post-AGB star (Gezer
et al. 2019; Oomen et al. 2019) may induce the ’deple-
tion.’ Besides the ’smoking gun’ evidence, observations
also reveal that dusty circumbinary disks exist in binary
systems with evolved stars (Kervella et al. 2015; Hillen
et al. 2016; Homan et al. 2017; Ertel et al. 2019). UV ex-
cess of some AGB stars also implies that there could be
accreting main-sequence companions near them (Sahai
et al. 2008; Ortiz & Guerrero 2016).
In close AGB binaries, the mass transfer efficiency al-
most dictates the intensity of the interaction between
the two stars. However, it has been a difficult prob-
lem to quantify the mass transfer efficiency observation-
ally because of the uncertainty in the measurement of
the mass-loss rate and accretion rate. The difficulty in
observation makes the first principle numerical simula-
tion an ideal approach to quantify the mass transfer ef-
ficiency. Figure 1 shows a schematic picture of an AGB
binary undergoing wind-Roche-lobe-overflow (WRLOF)
as described in Podsiadlowski & Mohamed (2007). The
difference between the WRLOF and Roche-lobe over-
flow (RLOF) is that the AGB star is not filling its
Roche-lobe to the full. On the other hand, if the bi-
nary separation is so significant that the dust forma-
tion region is much smaller than the Roche lobe of the
AGB star, the mass transfer mechanism approaches the
Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton (BHL) accretion limit (Hoyle &
Lyttleton 1939; Bondi & Hoyle 1944; Edgar 2004). In
that scenario, the radiation driven AGB wind becomes
supersonic before it crosses the Roche lobe of the AGB
star. The two stars become not causally connected by
hydrodynamics. The secondary may accrete mass from
the AGB wind without imposing much effect on the
AGB star’s atmosphere. Such a scenario has been care-
fully investigated in simulations that focus on the hydro-
dynamics around the secondary (Huarte-Espinosa et al.
2013). Although we qualitatively know that WRLOF
is different from the BHL accretion, the transition from
the WRLOF to the BHL accretion is still poorly under-
stood. One goal of this research is to illustrate such a
transition with incremental change of the binary sepa-
ration.
Dust formation is the key to model the mass transfer
process in AGB binaries. When dust form, the opac-
ity of the fluid may increase by a factor of 104, and
the outflow may become supersonic in a short time un-
der the radiation pressure. The location of the dust
formation region almost determines the domain of de-
pendence (circumbinary disk scenario is an exception)
of both stars and the mass transfer mechanism. The
dust formation problem has been studied from a kinetic
perspective by modeling the dust growth and sublima-
tion from clusters of small particles (Gail et al. 1984;
Gail & Sedlmayr 1985, 1986, 1988). The method has
been used by Helling & Woitke (2006) to study the dust
in brown dwarfs and applied to the AGB wind problem
in 1D (Jeong et al. 2003), 2D (Woitke 2006a,b), and
3D (Freytag & Ho¨fner 2008; Ho¨fner & Freytag 2019).
This first principle approach is invaluable because the
dust formation and destruction are susceptible to the
radiation and hydrodynamical environment. However,
an accurate (and sensitive) dust formation model would
intrinsically require other parts of physics to be as accu-
rate. Unfortunately, radiative transfer, chemistry, and
hydrodynamics around AGB stars are all in complicated
situations and likely to be coupled.
The chemistry plays a vital role in the formation of
dust and the dynamics of AGB winds. Boulangier et al.
(2019a) modeled the AGB atmospheres and the AGB
winds in a dust-free and radiation-free environment.
They emphasize the chemical non-equilibrium nature
around the AGB stars and conclude that the chemical
processes may regulate the thermodynamics of the AGB
stars’ atmosphere, thus strongly affect the properties of
3the winds. Recently, Boulangier et al. (2019b) endeav-
ored to model the onset of nucleation process from the
non-equilibrium chemical reaction. The nucleation pro-
cess may explain the origin of the small particles in the
kinetic model. However, the biggest obstacle of such an
approach is the lack of quantitative information about
some reaction rates.
The radiation in the atmosphere of an AGB star may
not be in local thermal equilibrium (LTE) with the gas,
and the scattering of the radiation may also be non-
negligible. Woitke (2006a) solved the radiative trans-
fer problem in their 2D model with the Monte Carlo
method. Although Woitke (2006a) reported a negative
result on the formation of the dusty wind, they pointed
out that the composition-dependent dust formation and
non-gray radiative transfer might play a crucial role if
one wants to model the dusty wind correctly. Frey-
tag & Ho¨fner (2008) performed a 3D calculation of the
AGB atmosphere with non-local radiation transfer in
an explicit scheme. Their results not only exhibited the
dust formation in the post-shock region but also showed
the AGB winds with reasonable mass-loss rates. In the
mean time, radiation-hydrodynamics may affect the dy-
namics of the circumbinary disks in AGB binaries but
is still poorly understood. One critical physics in the
circumbinary disk is still the evolution of the dust and
the scattering of the radiation.
The equation of state (EoS) problem has not been
studied systematically in the context of the WRLOF.
In AGB stars’ atmosphere, the internal energy change
in phase transitions, e.g. H2 
 H and H 
 H+ + e−
is significant compared to the kinetic part of thermal
energy (Chen et al. 2019) and radiation energy. Freytag
& Ho¨fner (2008) used a Roe-type Riemann solver with
a tabulated equation of state to resolve the ionization.
Phase transitions such as the dissociation of H2 and the
ionization of H and He take place in the accreting flow,
too. These phase transitions are very similar to the ones
in star formation, and many similar physical phenomena
may happen around the accreting (main-sequence) stars
in AGB binaries.
The binary separation and eccentricity would change
because of the mass transfer and interaction between
the circumbinary disk and binary stars (Artymowicz &
Lubow 1994; Dermine et al. 2013; Saladino & Pols 2019).
Chen et al. (2018) studied the change of the binary sepa-
ration by extracting the information of the mass transfer
rate, mass-loss rate, and angular momentum loss rate
in their Cartesian grid-based radiation hydrodynamic
model (Chen et al. 2017). SPH method has also been
used to study the evolution of the binary separation (Liu
et al. 2017; Saladino et al. 2019) and eccentricity (Sal-
adino & Pols 2019). The Cartesian grid-based method
is usually not effective in angular momentum conser-
vation. The error in angular momentum conservation
is tested and showed not to affect their conclusions in
Chen et al. (2018). A better way to conserve the an-
gular momentum in grid-based code is perhaps to use
a spherical coordinate mesh. On the other hand, the
SPH method usually could not resolve shocks well. In
the atmosphere of the AGB star, shocks can levitate the
atmosphere to the radius where dust could condensate
(Lamers & Cassinelli 1999; Freytag et al. 2017). With-
out shocks, the mass-loss rate of AGB winds is usually
too low. Another important shock in an AGB binary is
the bow shock around the secondary. The region within
the bow shock is a domain of dependence of the accre-
tion disk. Material that crosses this bow shock maybe
eventually accreted by the secondary.
In this research, we present a 3D radiation hydrody-
namic model for the AGB binary system. We carried
out Four simulations on the Cedar cluster of Compute
Canada.1 Each simulation costs 20 core years. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows: we discuss the
adopted physics models in Section 2. Section 3 has the
governing equations of our 3D radiation-hydrodynamic
binary model. Section 4 discuss the setup of the simu-
lation domain. Section 5 describes the boundary condi-
tions for the AGB star and secondary. The results of the
single AGB star, mass transfer efficiency, outflow mor-
phology, outflow angular distribution, and orbital sta-
bility can be found in Section 6. We conclude our work
and discuss the implications of our results in Section 7.
2. PHYSICS
2.1. Overall setup of the problem
We consider binary systems that consist of an AGB
star with a fixed mass of 1.02M and a main-sequence
star with a fixed mass of 0.51M. The separation of
the binary varies from 5.4 AU to 6.6 AU. This range of
orbital separations was found to encapsulate the tran-
sition from the WRLOF to BHL accretion, as will be
discussed in Section 6.2 and 6.3. The orbit of the binary
is considered to be circular.
The stellar model of the primary star is obtained with
detailed stellar evolution code and then the stellar model
is used as a boundary condition (see §5). Specifically,
we use MESA (Modules of Experiments in Stellar As-
trophysics), release 10398 (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013,
2015, 2018). We evolve a 1.5M zero-age main-sequence
(ZAMS) star with an initial Z = 0.02 and X = 0.7 until
1 https://www.computecanada.ca
4the star has reached its AGB phase. The same hydrogen
content is used for the matter expelled from the AGB
star. We pick the model in the middle of the fast mass-
loss phase when the mass of the star has decreased to
1.02M. During the mass-loss, the star goes through
lengthily episodes of expansions and contractions. The
specific model we chose for this work has an effective
temperature Teff = 2874 K, luminosity Lp = 4384 L
and radius of the photosphere rphoto = 267 R.
2.2. Dust formation and destruction
Dust forms about 2-3 stellar radii of the AGB star
(Ho¨fner & Olofsson 2018) and may be destroyed near the
secondary. We assume that destruction and formation
of dust are dependent on the gas density ρ and the gas
temperature T , and dust does not exist in the following
regions:
1. T > 104 K.
2. Teq > Tsub, where Tsub is the dust sublimation
temperature.
3. ρ > 10−15 g·cm−3 and T > 2000 K.
Criterion 1 ensures that there is no dust in the very
high-temperature region. In the simulations, strong
shocks may raise the temperature to 104K thus destroy
the dust.
The physical meaning of criterion 2 is that the dust
is removed if its ”radiation equilibrium” temperature is
higher than the sublimation temperature. By ”radiation
equilibrium” temperature we mean that spherical dust
is heated to the temperature that its blackbody radia-
tion can balance the radiation it absorbs if the emission
opacity and the absorption opacity are equal, i.e.,∫ ∞
0
κλIλpia
2
dustdλ =
∫ ∞
0
κλBλ(Teq)4pi
2a2dustdλ, (1)
where λ, κλ, Iλ, Bλ are the wavelength, Planck opac-
ity, incoming radiation intensity, and Planck function,
respectively. adust is the radius of the spherical dust
grain. If κλ is a constant, Equation 1 can be simplified
to ∫ ∞
0
Iλdλ =
∫ ∞
0
4piBλ(Teq)dλ. (2)
If only short wavelength radiation can be absorbed by
the newly formed dust, the fraction of that absorbed
radiation can be expressed by
β =
∫ λ2
λ1
piBλ(Teff)dλ
σsbT 4eff
. (3)
Here σsb is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For λ1 =
0.01 µm and λ2 = 0.91 µm, β = 0.1875. This range
composition rpyro/rphoto rpyro/rphoto
Mg0.5Fe0.5SiO3 2.85 2.66
Mg0.6Fe0.4SiO3 3.00 2.79
Mg0.7Fe0.3SiO3 1.71 1.63
Mg0.8Fe0.2SiO3 1.43 1.38
Table 1. The second and third column show the forma-
tion radius of the test dust grain whose radius is adust =
0.0535µm and adust = 0.01µm, respectively.
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Figure 2. Examples of the wavelength dependence of the
absorption opacity of dust. The left y-axis is the opacity
and the right y-axis is the radiation power. The black lines
show the opacity of different dust species. The blue dashed
line shows the black-body spectrum for Teff = 2874K. Gray
band covers the wavelengths 0.01 ≤ λ ≤ 2.15 µm and the
yellow region covers the wavelengths 2.15 ≤ λ ≤ 2.4 µm.
The shown opacities are found assuming the dust’s number
density distribution of dndust ≈ a−3.5dust for dust radius 0.1 <
adust < 0.3µm (Mathis et al. 1977).
of wavelengths likely covers the majority of the photons
that could be effectively absorbed by the newly formed
small (adust < 0.1µm) dust grains.
If the material between the AGB star and the dust
formation region is transparent, Iλ = Bλ(Teff). Make
use of Equation 1 and 3 and further assume that κλ is
a constant, we can find
Teq =
(
βLp
4piσsbr2p
)0.25
, (4)
where rp is the distance from the dust to the center of
the star. A dust formation radius can be calculated if a
sublimation temperature Tsub is given.
rp =
√
βT 2effrphoto
T 2sub
. (5)
When Tsub = 1300K, rdust ≈ 2.12rphoto.
Indeed, κλ for dust is a function that has a greater
value in the short wavelength, see Figure 2 where we
show κλ for pyroxene with different concentration of iron
and radii. We use databases of Dust Optical Properties
52 for the optical properties of the specific pyroxene com-
position (Jaeger et al. 1994; Dorschner et al. 1995). The
dust opacity is calculated using the Mie model (Ma¨tzler
2002). Pyroxene has a sublimation temperature of about
1500 K (Kobayashi et al. 2011). We use the variable κλ
and the whole spectrum to find the formation radii for
several types of dust grains, see Table 1. We can see
that the radius predicted by our simplified dust forma-
tion model falls in the range of the formation radius of
pyroxene.
In our simulations, rdust is found using the actual in-
coming intensity. The incoming intensity may be atten-
uated by the matter between the AGB star and the dust
formation region, i.e., it depends on the dust-free opti-
cal depth τ , which itself is the function of the direction
from the AGB star. As a result, the location of dust
formation or destruction depends on the direction from
the AGB star and is
rdust(θ, φ) =
√
βT 2effrphotoe
−τ(θ,φ)
T 2sub
, (6)
where θ is the polar angle and φ is the azimuthal angle
in the spherical coordinate system centered at the AGB
star’s center (see Appendix A for detail).
The purpose of criterion 3 is to describe dust destruc-
tion around the secondary star. As the density gets
higher near the secondary, the dust and gas may come
into LTE again and the dust sublimates.
Dust formation is a complicated subject – many
species forming at different temperatures, the formation
sequence matters a lot, and so on (Jeong et al. 2003;
Woitke 2006a). We anticipate that our approach is sim-
plified. We note however that our goal is not to study
a realistic dust formation but to use a relatively reason-
able dust formation model to drive a phenomenologically
pulsating AGB wind.
2.3. Dust and its ability to capture radiation
We integrate the blackbody spectrum for Teff =
2874K and find that within the band 0.01 ≤ λ ≤ 2.15
µm it covers 75% of the total radiation power; the re-
gion 2.15 ≤ λ ≤ 2.4 µm covers an additional 5%. In this
work, we focus on the absorption of small dust grains.
In the case that the dust may grow to 1µm, the red-
dening of the spectrum may cover the whole K band
(Bladh et al. 2013). In summary, the overall momen-
tum contribution of the blackbody radiation beyond the
K band is relatively small, as a result, we only take 75%
of the incoming radiation energy as the momentum bud-
get that can be transferred to the dust; we hence choose
2 https://www.astro.uni-jena.de/Laboratory/OCDB/index.html
to use fLp = 0.75Lp as the luminosity for the momen-
tum transfer.
2.4. Dust opacity
When rdust is known, we use an opacity profile that
mimics the dust growth from the dust-free region to the
dusty region
κ =
κdust
1 + exp
{
−2 rp−rdust−rscalerscale
} + κmol . (7)
Here κmol = 2.5× 10−4cm2· g−1 is the dust-free opacity
and κdust = 6cm
2· g−1. rscale = 0.16AU is the adopted
length-scale which mimics the dust growth length-scale.
We introduce the corresponding radius where the opac-
ity of the dust-gas mixture reaches the half of its maxi-
mum
rhalf = rdust + rscale ≈ 2.75AU . (8)
The choice of rscale is empirical but an order of mag-
nitude estimation could be made to justify the choice.
In our model, the characteristic speed of a pulsation at
the dust formation radius is vch ≈ 5km·s−1. We can
estimate the implied timescale for the dust growth as
tgrowth ≈ 2rscale/vch ≈ 0.3 year. (9)
The multiple 2 comes from the fact that the opacity of
the fluid grows to half of its maximum in about rscale
distance. This value is smaller than the typical dynami-
cal timescale and pulsation period (∼1 year) of an AGB
star. The AGB stars exhibit variation in the optical
light-curves with a period of 200-1000 days which im-
plies that the dust formation time should be smaller
than the period of the light-curves.
This implied timescale also makes sense if we perform
an order of magnitude calculation of the dust forma-
tion time. The average density is about 10−15g·cm−3
(see Figure 4) at rp = 2.75 AU. According to Jeong
et al. (2003), consider the ratio of number of dust grains
to nH2 ≈ 108cm−3 to be about 10−13 in the dust for-
mation shell and TiO2 to be the nucleation seed. The
nucleation timescale will be in the range of 104 − 108s.
Unfortunately, a more accurate estimation could not be
done until a quantitative dust growth model is solved.
2.5. Optically thin cooling
We use the following two groups of processes for the
cooling process:
1. The rotational and vibrational cooling of H2, H2O,
and CO (Neufeld & Kaufman 1993).
2. Cooling due to the collisional ionization, recombi-
nation, collisional excitation, and Bremsstralung
of H and H+ (Cen 1992).
6We set (Neufeld & Kaufman 1993; Lacy et al. 1994)
nH2O/nH2 = 2× 10−4, (10)
nCO/nH2 = 2× 10−4. (11)
In principle, the abundance of molecules cannot be
known without carrying out chemical reaction calcula-
tions. In the AGB wind, the C/O ratio is vital to the
species of the molecules and dust (Ho¨fner & Olofsson
2018). The ratios we adopted in our simulations make
sense only for some oxygen-rich AGB stars.
We calculate nH+ , nH, and nH2 by solving the thermal
equilibrium problem, i.e., the Saha equation with the
local ρ and T (Chen et al. 2019)
H
H+ + e−, (12)
H2
 2H. (13)
In summary, the cooling strength is
Λ˙ = Λ˙H2 + Λ˙H2O + Λ˙CO + Λ˙H,H+ . (14)
Ideally, optically thin cooling should only be applied
to the optically thin region. In this research, we use ρ
alone to identify whether an individual cell is optically
thick. If ρ > 10−9g·cm−3, we assume such a cell is opti-
cally thick and the optically thin cooling will be turned
off. However, with such criterion, the vicinity of the
accretion disk may become optically thick. The cool-
ing will be halted and the temperature may rise rapidly
to more than 105K. To make the temperature profile
smoother and keep the accretion process efficient, we
keep the cooling mechanism around the secondary (in-
side the accretion disk). In a real accretion disk, radia-
tion (thermal and non-thermal) should be able to carry
away energy. We currently do not have such a consis-
tent method to let the energy goes away, therefore, we
keep the simple cooling method. This may lead to an
overestimate of the cooling strength inside the accretion
disk.
3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The governing equations are the compressible Euler
equations in a rotating frame with relevant sink and
source terms. We solve the radiation hydrodynamic
equations by AstroBEAR with static mesh refinement
(Carroll-Nellenback et al. 2013).
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~v) = 0, (15)
∂ρ~v
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~v~v) =−∇p+ ρ(~arad + ~ag + ~ai),(16)
∂E
∂t
+∇ · [~v(E + p)] = Λ˙ + ρ~v · (~arad + ~ag + ~ai),(17)
where t, ρ, p, and E are the time, density, pressure, and
total energy, respectively. ~v the is the velocity in the
rotating frame. ~arad, ~ag, ~ai, and Λ˙ are the acceleration
due to the radiative momentum transfer, gravity of the
two stars, and inertial force, and the energy change rate
due to the optically thin cooling. We will discuss the
considered physics in detail in the following subsections.
Also, we adopt a perfect gas EoS,
p=
ρkbT
µmamu
, (18)
=
p
(γ − 1)ρ , (19)
E=ρ(+
v2
2
), (20)
where kb and mamu are the Boltzmann constant and
atomic mass unit. The mean atomic weight is µ = 1.3
and the adiabatic index is γ = 5/3. We solve the hydro-
dynamics by the HLLC Riemann solver with the corner
transport upwind method (Colella 1990) and piece-wise
linear reconstruction.
3.1. Gravitational force and inertial force
~ag is the gravitational acceleration
~ag = −Gmprˆp
r2p
− Gmsrˆs
r2s
, (21)
where G is the gravitational constant and
~rp =~r−~lp, (22)
~rs =~r−~ls. (23)
Subscript p and s stand for the primary star and the sec-
ondary star, respectively. ~lp,~ls, and ~r are the Cartesian
coordinates of the primary, the secondary, and the cell.
We choose the origin to be at the center of mass of the
binary system. Self-gravity is ignored because the total
mass of the ejected material in all of our simulations is
less than 5 × 10−5 M which is small compared to the
mass of the binary stars. The outflows also have some
symmetry which may cancel out most of the net effect
of self-gravity.
~ai is the acceleration due to the inertial force in the
rotating frame.
~ai = −2~Ωb × ~v − ~Ωb × (~Ωb ×~r), (24)
where ~Ωb is the pseudovector of the rotating frame. Its
magnitude is the angular frequency of the binary sys-
tem. Throughout our simulations, ~lp, ~ls, and ~Ωb are
kept constant for computational simplicity. That means
we do not track the orbital evolution of the binaries in
our simulations. We examine this assumption in Section
6.5.
73.2. Radiation force
In this work, we only consider a single interaction be-
tween the photon and dust, i.e., we adopt that the pho-
tons are destroyed by the dust once they interact with
the dust. This is a reasonable approach as the dust
temperature is low, the thermal radiation from a dust
grain is less likely to be absorbed by another dust grain.
On the other hand, scattering by the dust usually only
changes the photon’s direction by a small angle (Henyey
& Greenstein 1941) thus the anisotropy of the radiation
from the AGB star would not be strong. Therefore, we
only consider the radiation in the radial direction of the
AGB star.
~arad is the acceleration due to the radiative pressure
from the primary star. The radiation force is given by,
~arad =
κfLpe
−τ rˆp
4picr2p
. (25)
Here c is the speed of light. τ(x, y, z) is obtained by
linearly interpolating τ(r, θ, φ). κ is given by Equation
7. We treat the AGB star as a point radiation source.
3.3. Time-step and control of the integration
Some of the physics we used, e.g., the cooling, may op-
erate on the timescale shorter than the hydro time-step
in a few cells. This makes the energy equation stiff. We
solve the stiff ODE problem by comparing the 4th and
5th order Runge-Kutta solution and adaptively evolve
the time-step (Press & Teukolsky 1992). For each inte-
gration step, we only allow a maximum of 20% change
in the internal energy, i.e.,
n+1 > 0.8n, (26)
here n is the step number of sub-cycle of the integration.
4. THE SIMULATION DOMAIN
We fix the initial mass (mp = 1.02M) of the AGB
star and the secondary (ms = 0.51M) in all of the
models. We consider four binary separations, d =
5.4, 5.7, 6.0, 6.6 AU.
The simulation box is the same for all the models. It
is 48AU × 48AU × 24AU in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively. The base resolution of the domain is 60×
60 × 30 cells and we use five levels of mesh refinement.
Each level of mesh refinement doubles the resolution in
each dimension. The physical size of the finest cell is
(2.5× 10−2AU)3.
The actual simulation domain is a cylinder whose axis
coincides with the z-axis. The radius and the height of
the cylinder are rdomain = 23.5AU and hdomain = 24AU,
respectively. This cylinder is inside the simulation box.
Radially outward supersonic flow in the lab frame is set
outside the cylinder. The temperature of the supersonic
flow is 1000K and the speed is 15km·s−1. Such super-
sonic flow ensures that there is no information propagat-
ing into the cylinder from its side surface. The boundary
condition of the top and bottom surfaces is set diode, i.e,
only outgoing flow is allowed.
The refined region around the secondary is two con-
axis cylinders, one with five levels of refinement has a
height of 0.5AU and a radius of 1.35AU. The second
cylinder has four levels of refinement and has a height
of 0.7AU and a radius of 2.7AU. We chose such configu-
ration so that the bigger cylinder covers the circulariza-
tion radius (Frank et al. 2002), and the smaller cylinder
encapsulates the accretion disk (checked posterior). The
AGB star is resolved by a sphere with four levels of re-
finement and the radius of the sphere is 2.85AU. The
sphere is aimed to resolve the dust forming region. We
resolve the equatorial zone by using a cylinder with three
levels of mesh refinement. The height and radius of the
equator’s cylinder are 1.4AU and 22.5AU, respectively.
5. INNER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The primary star and the secondary star are two im-
portant inner boundaries in our simulations. We discuss
their implementations separately.
5.1. Primary star
The primary star is the AGB star. We use the piston
model (Bowen 1988) to approximate the pulsating AGB
star. The boundary condition of the primary star de-
termines the temperature, density, radius, velocity, and
period of the piston. Figure 3 shows the density and
temperature profiles of the AGB star as obtained from
MESA.
Similar to some other researches, we place the pis-
ton below the photosphere at R = 247R (Bowen 1988;
Liljegren et al. 2016). At this radius, MESA model has
T = 9484K and ρ = 4.77 × 10−9g·cm−3. The profiles
and location of the piston determine the temperature
and the density of the piston, which are kept constant
throughout the simulations. The sound speed of the
piston is roughly 10km·s−1. We adopt a subsonic piston
model, the radial velocity of the fluid inside the AGB
star is described by
vpiston(rp, t) =
rp
R
vamp sin
(
2pit
Ppiston
)
rp ≤ R, (27)
where vamp = 9 km·s−1 is the amplitude of the piston
and Ppiston = 1 yr is the adopted period of the piston.
The vamp we choose corresponds to 0.9 Mach. We have
tested smaller amplitude and find that the subsequent
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Figure 3. The zoomed in density and temperature profiles
of the primary star produced by MESA. The piston position
is placed at R = 247R.
mass-loss of the AGB star is lower. In this work, we
adopt the AGB star with high mass-loss rate therefore
we set the amplitude as 9km·s−1.
The AGB stars in all four binary models are not spin-
ning in the lab frame. That means the AGB star is
counter-rotating in the co-rotating frame. The reason
for setting non-spinning AGB star is twofold:
1. Complete tidal spin-orbit coupling state of an
AGB star with its orbital rotation is not war-
ranted, and the degree of that coupling is un-
known. Saladino et al. (2019) analyzed the spin-
orbit coupling and found that for d ∈ [4 − 6]AU,
the AGB star is spinning at 95% of the orbital an-
gular frequency. The AGB star they analyzed has
a radius of 330Rand 33% larger than the bound-
ary of the AGB star (247R) we use. Since we
have similar binary separation, the spinning rate
of our AGB star should be smaller.
2. The single AGB star model we tested is a non-
spinning one. We would have to test and verify
many more single star models to justify the binary
simulations with a spinning AGB star.
By setting the spin of the AGB star to be zero, we are
underestimating the initial angular momentum in the
outflow. We now show that the underestimation is not
big compared to the orbital angular momentum. The z-
component of the specific angular momentum in a thin
shell of a sphere can be calculated by
jz =
2
3
ωR2, (28)
where ω = Ωb means the co-rotating state and R =
247R is the radius of the piston layer. The orbital
specific angular momentum at d/3 (the distance of the
AGB star’s center to the center of mass) is
jp = Ωbd
2/9. (29)
In our four binary simulations, the maximum ratio of
jz/jp is 0.27. In a not fully co-rotating case, the ratio is
smaller.
5.2. Secondary star
The secondary star is modeled as a point gravitational
source. While it does not interact hydrodynamically, it
is given the ability to remove such material in its vicinity
that has become bound to it. The mass of the removed
material is added to the point particle representing the
secondary (Krumholz et al. 2004). The point particle
does not have the energy or spin angular momentum,
therefore, the energy and angular momentum in the re-
moved material is simply removed from the simulation.
We define the ’vicinity’ of the secondary to be racc = 0.2
AU or 8 finest cells in all of our simulations. We use
spline softening (Federrath et al. 2010) to soft the grav-
itational force of the secondary within rsoft = 0.1 AU.
6. RESULTS
6.1. Single star
We first present the results of the single AGB star with
the adopted physics and boundary conditions. Figure 4
shows the time-dependent mass-loss rate and piston’s
radial velocity, the wind’s radial velocity profile and es-
cape velocity and the time-dependent ρ and T measured
at a distance r = 2.75 AU from the center of the single
AGB star. The phase difference between the mass-loss
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Figure 4. From the top to bottom: the mass-loss rate of
the single AGB star model and the piston’s radial velocity,
the radial velocity profile of the wind of the x-axis and the
escape speed, and the time-dependent gas density and gas
temperature at r = 2.75 AU on the x-axis. The AGB star
is covered with the yellow band. The dust forming region is
highlighted with the gray band in the middle panel.
rate and the piston’s radial velocity is irrelevant because
it simply depends on the sampling shell of the mass flux.
We find that the mass-loss rate varies along with the
phase of pulsation. The difference in phase is related to
the radius of the flux sampling shell. We evaluate the
mass flux at rp = 10AU. The average mass-loss rate is
M˙single = 3.45 × 10−7M·year−1. Due to falling back
material and continuing pulsations, the gas between the
dust formation region and the piston boundary is con-
stantly shocked, which can be seen in the middle panel.
The wind’s velocity profile approaches a constant value
at large distances. This terminal velocity of the AGB
wind is v∞ ≈ 15.8 km·s−1. A good summary of the
relation of the luminosity, effective temperature, and
mass-loss rate versus the wind terminal speed of M-
type AGB stars can be found in Figure 18 in Ho¨fner
& Olofsson (2018). The mass-loss rate in our model
is within the range of the observed mass-loss rate of
10−7 − 10−5M·year−1. v∞ maybe a bit high. Ac-
cording to Ho¨fner & Olofsson (2018), a more reason-
able wind terminal speed should be between 7km·s−1and
13km·s−1. However, this fact would not adversely affect
the conclusions of this work as an AGB binary with a
slow AGB wind is more likely to form a circumbinary
disk (see Section 6.2).
Phase differences of different quantities may play im-
portant roles in the mass-loss rate. Liljegren et al. (2016)
studied the impact of the phase difference between the
pulsation and luminosity. They find that different phase
shifts could lead to drastically different mass-loss rates.
In our model, there is no phase difference in ρ and T in
the piston. However, the phase between ρ(2.75AU) and
T (2.75AU) differs by about 25% of the pulsation period.
Because we do not consider the energy transfer by ra-
diation, such a phase shift is mainly caused by cooling
and shocks. According to criterion 3 of dust formation
in Section 2.2, we can see from the third panel that there
are moments when the dust is destroyed at the radius
we probe. However, we need to be careful about the
temperature variation here because, in reality, H2 disas-
sociation may absorb a large amount of energy, and the
temperature may not rise to the point that sublimates
the dust. A full consideration of the EoS is necessary
to an accurate model of the dust formation and AGB
wind.
6.2. Morphology of the outflow
We present the morphology of the outflows in four
binary simulations in Figure 5. The AGB star is in the
lower half of each plot. We can distinguish two large-
scale patterns of outflow structure: the circumbinary
disk and the spiral outflow. Specifically, circumbinary
disks are found in the two simulations with the smallest
separations, while spiral outflows are found in the two
widest AGB binaries. Chen et al. (2017) also sees these
two morphologies.
At a smaller scale, we can distinguish between the
appearance or not of the accretion disk around the sec-
ondary. Specifically, there is no accretion disk in the
simulation with d = 6.0 AU, while there are thin ac-
cretion disks in all the other cases (See Figure 6). In
exploring the cause of the absence of an accretion disk
in the d = 6.0 AU simulation, we tested a d = 6.0AU
simulation just without accretion. It turns out that a
disk appears around the secondary (see Appendix B).
We think the absence of the accretion disk in the d = 6.0
AU simulation when the accretion turned on maybe a
10
Figure 5. The snapshots for four binaries simulations in XY plane at Z = 0 for ρ [g·cm−3], τ , and T [K] (from the left to
right). From the top to the bottom we show the simulations with d = 5.4, 5.7, 6.0 and 6.6 AU, respectively. The snapshots are
provided at 10.32, 13.77, 7.46, and 9.13 orbits, respectively. In density plots we also show L1 potential with red dashed lines
and L2 potential with black or white dashed lines, depending on the background.
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Figure 6. The snapshots for four binaries simulations in XZ plane at Y = 0 for ρ [g·cm−3]. The figure shows the results from
simulations with d = 5.4, 5.7, 6.0 and 6.6 AU from the top left panel to the bottom right panel, respectively. Correspondingly,
the snapshots are provided at 10.32, 13.77, 7.46, and 9.13 orbits. We also show L1 potential with red dashed lines and L2
potential with black or white dashed lines, depending on the background.
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result of some interplay between the Cartesian mesh and
accretion algorithm. At the edges of the accretion disks,
the bow shocks are formed (see temperature plots in Fig-
ure 5, the shocked material has a higher temperature).
We find that, on average, the optical thickness de-
creases as the binary separation increases (see Figure
5). Each pulsation of the AGB star results in a forma-
tion of new clumps in the equator. The set of clumps
increases the optical depth irregularly. The accretion
disks cast sharp shadows, blocking the radiation from
the AGB star.
To qualitatively understand the transition from the
spiral outflow structure to the formation of circumbi-
nary disk, we can first consider a spiral outflow that
has a finite opacity and a very low density. In this
case, the outflow experiences almost the same ratio of
arad/aAGB where aAGB is the gravitational acceleration
from the AGB star. The outflow can escape the binary
system if arad (or the luminosity of the AGB star) is
large enough. If we hold the luminosity of the AGB star
constant and increase the density in the spiral outflow,
the optical thickness increases, and the value of arad act-
ing on the outflow material decreases. When the optical
thickness increases so fast that arad near the secondary
orbit becomes too small to keep the total acceleration
positive, the material in the outflow is less likely to es-
cape from the binary system and a circumbinary disk
forms. The closer the binary, the more material will
be gravitationally focused towards the equatorial plane,
and hence a circumbinary disk is more likely to form.
In addition, the accretion disk blocks radiation from
the primary star. When the material passes behind the
disk’s shadow, the amount of acceleration it can receive
from radiation drops to zero, and the material is more
likely to experience a fallback towards binary. In Section
6.1, we find that the AGB wind model we adopted has
a high wind speed compared to observations and some
theoretical models. A high-speed AGB wind is actually
less likely to be captured or deflected by the secondary.
Nevertheless, our simulations still show that circumbi-
nary disks form. Our model and results suggest that
circumbinary disks may form with larger binary separa-
tion, and they may be more common in AGB binaries.
In this work, we do not consider the eccentricity
pumping and any non-circular motion because the (un-
determined) numerical viscosity in our model prevents
us from accurately modeling resonances. The interac-
tion between a circumbinary disk and the binary may
be one of the sources of the eccentricity (Artymowicz &
Lubow 1994).
6.3. Mass transfer efficiency
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Figure 7. M˙acc in the simulations with d = 5.4 AU, d = 5.7
AU, d = 6.0 AU, and d = 6.6 AU from the top to bottom.
The time interval over which the accretion rate is averaged
is 0.125 year.
We define the mass transfer efficiency as
β = M˙acc/M˙p, (30)
where M˙acc and M˙p are the accretion rate of the sec-
ondary and the mass-loss rate of the primary. We show
the M˙acc during the final 40 years of simulations in all
models in Figure 7.
We find that the accretion rate varies, and the smaller
the distance between the stars, the larger and more ir-
regular is the variation - M˙acc changes by a factor of 2
for d = 5.4 AU but only by 30% for d = 6.6 AU simula-
tions. We may attribute the irregularity of the accretion
rate to the following two reasons.
1. The resolution around the secondary may be too
low. We use rsoft = 0.1 AU which corresponds to
4 finest cells in our simulation. Low resolution in
grid-based hydrodynamics can result in a high and
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d M˙p M˙acc M˙flux β rhalf/rL1 M˙BHL βBHL
v∞
vorbit
morpho mechanism
[AU] [M·year−1] [M·year−1] [M·year−1] [%] [M·year−1] [%]
5.4 3.48× 10−7 1.08× 10−7 2.40× 10−7 31 0.921 1.37× 10−8 3.96 1.00 CB WRLOF
5.7 3.49× 10−7 9.09× 10−8 2.58× 10−7 26 0.857 1.28× 10−8 3.70 1.02 CB WRLOF
6.0 4.31× 10−7 3.11× 10−8 4.00× 10−7 7.2 0.814 1.20× 10−8 3.47 1.05 SO WRLOF
6.6 4.04× 10−7 7.37× 10−9 3.97× 10−7 1.8 0.740 1.06× 10−8 3.06 1.10 SO BHL
Table 2. Average mass-loss rate, accretion rate, and mass flux through the sampling shell of the four simulations. β is the
mass transfer efficiency. The results of the BHL accretion scenario are also calculated. v∞/vorbit is calculated as a reference.
Morpho refers to the outflow morphology. CB and SO are short for circumbinary disk and spiral outflow which can be seen in
Figure 5. Mechanism refers to the mass transfer mechanism, in our simulations, it is either the WRLOF or the BHL accretion.
not smooth numerical viscosity. This numerical
viscosity in multidimensional hydrodynamic simu-
lations could be larger than the physical viscosity.
In accretion disk, a higher viscosity could lead to a
higher accretion rate (Frank et al. 2002). Also, the
small number of cells of the accretion zone around
the secondary may contribute to the irregularity
in the accretion (Krumholz et al. 2004).
2. The accretion algorithm is well tested in the BHL
accretion scenario (Krumholz et al. 2004) but is
not examined for accreting from an accretion disk.
The direct interaction between an accreting par-
ticle and the disk around it may be intermittent
because a sudden removal of some material at the
center of a disk may create waves. The waves may
affect the dynamics of the outer disk and create
more waves. Additionally, we use cooling to re-
move energy inside the disk. The cooled gas is
more likely to be accreted according to the accre-
tion algorithm. However, the cooling rate depends
on the density and velocity and is highly nonlinear.
We anticipate that sometimes the cooling makes a
chunk of gas to be less energetic and accreted.
The accretion rate of the two wide binaries is more
regular. The pulsation period of the AGB star is 1 year,
and we find that the accretion rate oscillates at a roughly
same period. In Equation 30, M˙p is the sum of the mass
flux ˙Mflux that leaves the binary system and M˙acc. We
find average ˙Mflux by summing the mass flux through a
spherical shell with rshell = 10 AU and centered at the
origin. We then average ˙Mflux over 40 years, see Table
2. At the same time we can find what accretion rate can
be predicted by the analytic BHL accretion model
M˙BHL =
G2m2sM˙single
v∞ (v2orbit + v2∞)
3/2
d2
, (31)
Here vorbit = Ωbd is the relative speed between the two
orbiting objects. and v∞ is velocity of wind at infinity.
Saladino et al. (2018) multiplied the RHS of Equation 31
by an efficiency parameter αBHL which may vary from
0.8 to 1.5. This parameter is mainly empirical so we
do not study which value is more appropriate for which
AGB binary model. Readers can multiply βBHL in Table
2 by a factor to get the corresponding range.
To find what the analytic BHL accretion would pre-
dict for our system, we adopt that the AGB star loses
mass at the constant rate of M˙single and use a constant
radial velocity of v∞ = 15.8 km·s−1 which is the termi-
nal velocity of the AGB wind. Equation 31 is usually the
upper limit of the BHL accretion rate as in its deriva-
tion it is assumed that in a parallel flow, every particle
at a large distance with kinetic energy smaller than the
absolute value of the gravitational energy at its closest
encounter to be accreted. The mass transfer efficiency
of the BHL accretion can be found as
βBHL =
M˙BHL
M˙single
=
G2m2s
v∞ (v2orbit + v2∞)
3/2
d2
. (32)
We can see from Table 2 that only the simulation with
d = 6.6 AU has M˙acc and β smaller than the BHL model.
The simulation with d = 6 AU has M˙acc and β larger
than the BHL model. At the same time we find that
this simulation also exhibits a spiral outflow structure.
This may suggest that WRLOF is taking place and the
radiation pressure is still large enough to push away the
material.
The two wide AGB binaries exhibit spiral outflow and
have a higher mass-loss rate as compared to the two
closer ones with circumbinary disks. It is because the
circumbinary disk confines some of the gas in the equa-
torial region and the gas may fall back to the AGB star.
It has been argued that v∞/vorbit is the key parame-
ter of the mass transfer efficiency, and the orbital evolu-
tion of a binary with an AGB star can be predicted by
this parameter (Saladino et al. 2018). In our four AGB
binary simulations, v∞/vorbit does not change much.
However, the mass transfer efficiency changes drasti-
cally. The change in mass transfer efficiency seems to
be closely related to the formation of the circumbinary
disk. The formation of the circumbinary disk is related
to the increase of the optical depth in the equatorial re-
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gion (see Section 6.2). The formation of a circumbinary
disk in close AGB binaries questions the applicability of
the simplified mass transfer models.
6.4. Angular distribution of the outflow
The secondary deflects the outflow from the primary
to the equator, making the shape of the outflow more
bipolar (see also Chen et al. 2017). To quantitatively
demonstrate that the secondary focuses the outflow onto
the equatorial plane, we split the simulation domain into
six bins in the polar angle, where each bin extends for
30◦. We again evaluate the mass flux at 10AU from the
origin. We find the time average mass of the outflow
through each of the bins. We define the fraction of mass
of the outflow in each bin as
fi = M˙i/M˙p, (33)
where M˙i is the mass of the outflow through the ith bin.
Values of fi are provided in Table 3.
Since the secondary is located at the equator, we dis-
tribute the accreted mass of the secondary among the
two bins in the equatorial region evenly. We find that
the outflow of our single star is slightly not isotropic,
albeit it is quite symmetric with respect to the polar
angle. Its outflow is exceeding a fully isotropic case by
about 20% in the 30− 60◦ region. The Cartesian mesh
probably causes anisotropy.
From Table 3, one can see that the outflow is strongly
concentrated in the equatorial region in all four binary
simulations. Let us compare the equatorial bin f3 for
all four binary simulations. If we compare the two
close binaries with the circumbinary disk, the closer
one (5.4AU) has a greater f3. Similarly, if we com-
pare the two wide binaries with spiral outflow, the closer
one (6.0AU) has a greater f3. If a circumbinary disk is
present, some material in the equatorial region may fall
back to the AGB star, which can be inferred in the total
mass-loss rate M˙p in Table 2.
6.5. Orbital stability
In Section 3.1, we adopted that the orbit of the bi-
nary is circular and does not change. In nature, the
binary orbit would change due to the loss of the angular
momentum. Here we evaluate the potential rate of the
orbital change and check posteriorly if our assumption
in Section 3.1 is justified.
The total angular momentum J of the binary system
and the specific angular momentum of the binary system
j are
J =mpms
√
Gd
mp +ms
, (34)
j=mpms
√
Gd
(mp +ms)3
. (35)
It does not include any stellar spin as in our simulations
stars were considered to not rotate. We define γam to
be the multiple of the specific angular momentum in
the outflow in terms of the specific angular momentum
of the binary system
joutflow = γamj. (36)
It is a measure of the efficiency of angular momentum
loss. Making use of γam, β, and the mass ratio q =
mp/ms, the rate of change of the binary separation can
be expressed by
d˙
d
= 2
M˙p
mp
(
1− βq − (1− β)(γam + 1
2
)
q
1 + q
)
. (37)
We have calculated M˙p and β of each binary simulation
in Section 6.3. The only unknown is γam. We get γam
from the binary simulations by evaluating the average
γam through a spherical shell whose radius is 1.3d and
center is at the center of mass of the binary. By setting
the sampling radius at 1.3d, we probably underestimate
the angular momentum loss from the binary because
the escaping gas can still gain angular momentum as
it goes beyond 1.3d (Lin 1977; Saladino et al. 2018).
However, the angular momentum conservation becomes
worse in our code as the radius goes large (Chen et al.
2018). We prefer not to incur too much uncertainty,
so we set the sampling shell small. In the absence of
the spin angular momentum and q = 2, when γ ≈ 0.5,
the gas emitted from the AGB star does not gain any
angular momentum, when γ ≈ 2, the escaping gas has a
specific angular momentum that equals the secondary.
Table 4 lists γam of each of our binary simulation and
the potential rate of change of the orbit.
From Table 4, we can infer that the binary separa-
tion in our four binary simulations should not change
more than 5 × 10−4 AU. Therefore, our assumption in
Section 3.1 is reasonable. On the other hand, if the
binary separation change rate is kept constant for 106
years, the decrease in binary separation of the two close
binary is non-negligible. Considering that we have ig-
nored the spin-orbit coupling of the binary and we set a
small sampling shell to get γam, we are underestimating
the orbital angular momentum loss. The actual orbital
shrinkage should be higher. As the binary separation
decreases, the WRLOF may become more similar to the
RLOF.
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model name f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6
[0, 30◦] [30◦, 60◦] [60◦, 90◦] [90◦, 120◦] [120◦, 150◦] [150◦, 180◦]
isotropic 6.70× 10−2 1.83× 10−1 2.50× 10−1 2.50× 10−1 1.83× 10−1 6.70× 10−2
single 5.23× 10−2 2.19× 10−1 2.31× 10−1 2.28× 10−1 2.18× 10−1 5.26× 10−2
5.4AU 1.29× 10−2 1.33× 10−1 3.62× 10−1 3.54× 10−1 1.27× 10−1 1.18× 10−2
5.7AU 1.43× 10−2 1.48× 10−1 3.42× 10−1 3.36× 10−1 1.47× 10−1 1.40× 10−2
6.0AU 1.38× 10−2 1.18× 10−1 3.76× 10−1 3.67× 10−1 1.12× 10−1 1.33× 10−2
6.6AU 1.83× 10−2 1.46× 10−1 3.36× 10−1 3.44× 10−1 1.38× 10−1 1.77× 10−2
Table 3. The fraction of mass of outflow through binned polar angular range. The second row list the polar angle range of
each bin in degree. 0◦ corresponds to the positive z direction. The third row presents the result if the flux is isotropic. The
fourth row shows the result from the single star from Section 6.1. The results of the four binary simulations are listed from row
4 to row 8.
d γam δγam d˙/d ∆d
[AU] [%] [year−1] [AU]
5.4 0.955 91.0 −1.98× 10−7 −1.07× 100
5.7 0.946 89.2 −1.60× 10−7 −9.11× 10−1
6.0 0.879 75.8 2.52× 10−9 1.51× 10−2
6.6 0.815 63.0 8.16× 10−8 5.38× 10−1
Table 4. The measured γam of the four binary models and
relative rate of the change of the binary separation. δγam =
((γam − 0.5)/0.5) × 100% is the percentile difference of the
specific angular momentum of the outflow compared to the
specific angular momentum of the AGB star. The fourth
column show the potential change in 106 years if the binary
separation change rate is kept constant.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we carry out 3D radiation hydrody-
namic simulations of AGB binaries. We use ray-tracing
radiation transfer to resolve the optical depth in the az-
imuthal and polar directions. We take into account dust
which can be destroyed by shocks, a high temperature
close to an LTE environment, and if radiation from the
AGB star can sublimate the small dust grains (see Sec-
tion 3.2 for detail). We calculate the cooling strength
on H2, H, and H
+; their number densities are found by
solving the Saha equation (Chen et al. 2019). We model
the AGB star as an inner boundary condition that has
sinusoidally varying radial velocity (Bowen 1988). We
use MESA to obtain the temperature and density that
determine the boundary conditions of our piston model.
The single star model presented in Section 6.1 has an
average mass-loss rate of 3.45 × 10−7M·year−1and a
terminal wind speed of 15.8km·s−1. We find that the
mass-loss rate is very reasonable for an M-type AGB
star with an effective temperature of 2874K and a lu-
minosity of 4384L(Ho¨fner & Olofsson 2018). Obser-
vations show that the terminal wind speed should be
7 − 13km·s−1(Ho¨fner & Olofsson 2018). However, we
argued that this difference would not adversely affect
our conclusion. On the contrary, lower terminal wind
speed may be captured or deflected by the secondary
more easily. In the case of low wind speed, a circumbi-
nary disk would form with a larger binary separation
(see Section 6.2 for detail).
We find that the accretion rate increases when the bi-
nary separation decreases (see Table 2). The mass trans-
fer efficiency may increase dramatically to 31% when cir-
cumbinary disk forms. Such a mass transfer efficiency is
about eight times more than what the analytical BHL
accretion rate predicts. The presence of a circumbinary
disk imposes severe challenges to the simplified mass
transfer mechanisms. It enlarges the domain of depen-
dence of the secondary to the whole equatorial region.
The circumbinary disk may also exert a torque on the
binary and change the eccentricity of the binary sys-
tem (Artymowicz & Lubow 1994; Dermine et al. 2013;
Moody et al. 2019). The eccentricity problem has been
heavily studied by the proto-planetary disk community,
and similar conditions may apply here (Ragusa et al.
2018). The formation of a circumbinary disk is a re-
sult of the focused fluids in the equatorial plane by the
secondary (Section 6.4). The focused fluids increase the
optical depth in the equatorial plane; thus, the radiation
pressure on the fluids decreases. The balance between
the radiation pressure and the gravity will be tilted to-
ward the gravity when the optical depth becomes larger
than a critical value, and some of the gas may fall back.
We find it interesting that the 6AU binary has a mass
transfer rate more than two times higher than the BHL
accretion without a circumbinary disk. This result ex-
emplifies the difference in mass transfer efficiency be-
tween the WRLOF and BHL accretion.
The accretion rates in the two closest AGB binaries
are irregular. We outlined two possible reasons for the
irregularity in Section 6.3. It may be worthwhile to in-
crease the resolution and allow a subsonic atmosphere
(or envelope) to build up around the secondary in future
researches. The atmosphere can provide a subsonic re-
gion that may smooth out the supersonic flow that falls
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onto the secondary. The particle can accrete mass from
the atmosphere when the atmosphere becomes Jeans un-
stable (Jeans 1902; Federrath et al. 2010). It is also
natural to model proper feedback, i.e., radiative cool-
ing, from the secondary when an atmosphere presents.
In our current model, we have not taken radiative feed-
back from the accretor and the radiation transfer in the
accretion disk into consideration. In a real circumstance,
the accretion disk will become optically thick when the
density of the disk becomes high enough. The transition
from the optically thin to the optically thick state may
incur different accretion modes. A better understanding
of the accretion rate may be achieved by modeling the
transition correctly.
The two closest binaries have dusty circumbinary
disks, which may resemble the situation AR Puppis (Er-
tel et al. 2019). The two widest binaries have spiral
structure outflows. Such structure resembles many post-
AGB binaries with wide binary separations or planetary
nebulae (Edgar et al. 2008; Maercker et al. 2012; Ram-
stedt et al. 2017; Sabach & Soker 2018; Kim et al. 2019).
In Section 6.5, we discussed the orbital dynamics of
the AGB binaries in our simulations. We confirmed that
it is reasonable to ignore the orbital evolution in our sim-
ulations. We also find that the two closest AGB binaries
may experience an orbital shrinkage, where the binary
with the initial separation of 5.4AU has the fastest or-
bital separation decreasing rate. Since we did not con-
sider the tidal spin-orbit coupling and excluded the con-
tribution of angular momentum transfer beyond 1.3 bi-
nary separation from the center of mass in the calcula-
tion of γam, we are underestimating the orbital angular
momentum loss in close binaries. The decrease of the
binary separation in the two close binaries should be
faster than what we estimated. The binary with 5.4AU
initial separation may become RLOF as it evolves.
When there is no circumbinary disk, the longest
timescale in AGB binaries is typically the binary’s or-
bit. When a circumbinary disk presents, the overall
conditions (density, chemistry, and timescale) become
similar to a proto-planetary disk. The temperature in
the circumbinary disk may change a lot because of the
shocks and radiation from the AGB star. The mate-
rial in the equatorial region may stay close to the bi-
nary for several or more orbits. The dense environment
(10−15 − 10−14g·cm−3 in the middle plane near the bi-
nary orbit) in the circumbinary disks can also foster dust
growth. Large dust grains may process photons with a
wavelength longer than the K band. If multiple scatter-
ing by the dust becomes essential, a more sophisticated
non-gray radiative transfer model is in need. In our
simulations, we find that the optical depth as calculated
along the line of sight from the AGB star is typically less
than 10 (except for the accretion disk). Monte Carlo ra-
diative transfer would be an efficient way to model the
radiation-hydrodynamics in the circumbinary disk.
In summary, the mass transfer efficiency β and an-
gular momentum loss efficiency γam are two important
quantities but with large uncertainty in AGB binaries.
They hugely affect the orbital and stellar evolution of
the binaries. In this work, we derived β and γam from
3D radiation-hydrodynamic simulations. We discover a
huge discrepancy (up to eight times) in β by compar-
ing our simulations with simple mass transfer models.
The discrepancy is closely related to the presence of the
circumbinary disks.
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APPENDIX
Figure 8. An illustrative picture of the spherical mesh of the
equatorial region. Angular resolution doubles in both polar
and azimuthal coordinates in the outer region. The figure is
only for illustration, the resolution of our simulation is shown
in Table 5.
A. OPTICAL DEPTH
τ(x, y, z) is calculated by interpolating τ(r, θ, φ) lin-
early after translating (x, y, z) to the frame whose origin
is the center of the primary star. τ(r, θ, φ) is the opti-
cal depth trace back to an angular dependent surface
rsurf(θj, φk) that encloses the photosphere and probably
the chromosphere of the primary star. For simplicity,
rsurf is defined as the smallest contour of ρ = 10
−10
g·cm−3 that encloses the AGB star. τ is defined on a
discrete spherical coordinate
τ(ri, θj, φk) =
{
τinside ri < rsurf ,∫ ri
rsurf
κ(r, θj, φk)ρ(r, θj, φk)dr ri ≥ rsurf ,
(A1)
where θj ∈ [0, pi] is the discretized polar angle and
φk ∈ [0, 2pi] is the discretized azimuthal angle. τinside
is a large number but is irrelevant to the actual cal-
culation because arad is set to 0 within rsurf . To dis-
tinguish, we will call a finite volume in Cartesian coor-
dinate a ’cell’ and a finite volume in spherical coordi-
nate a ’bin’ as shown in Figure 8. The center of this
spherical coordinate is at the center of the primary star
therefore the coordinate is translated. κ(ri, θj, φk) and
ρ(ri, θj, φk) are mapping and regriding of the data in
the translated Cartesian coordinate. To distinguish the
translated Cartesian coordinate from the untranslated
coordinate, we use (x′, y′, z′) to denote the translated
Cartesian coordinate. The density of a bin in the spher-
ical coordinate is defined as
ρ(ri, θj, φk) =
∑
ρ(x′, y′, z′)dv(x′, y′, z′)δ(x′, y′, z′)∑
dv(x′, y′, z′)δ(x′, y′, z′)
,
(A2)
where dv is the finite volume in the corresponding co-
ordinate and δ(x′, y′, z′) can be thought of as a kernel
function, i.e.,
δ(x′, y′, z′)
{
1 if (x′, y′, z′) ∈ dv(ri, θj, φk),
0 if (x′, y′, z′) 6∈ dv(ri, θj, φk).
(A3)
The membership relation ∈ can be defined explicitly as,
ri-1/2≤ r < ri+1/2, (A4)
θj-1/2≤ θ < θj+1/2, (A5)
φk-1/2≤φ < φk+1/2, (A6)
where (r, θ, φ) is the spherical coordinate of (x′, y′, z′).
Similarly, we define the opacity of a bin as mass
weighted average
κ(ri, θj, φk) =∑
ρ(x′, y′, z′)κ(x′, y′, z′)dv(x′, y′, z′)δ(x′, y′, z′)∑
ρ(x′, y′, z′)dv(x′, y′, z′)δ(x′, y′, z′)
. (A7)
In the mapping and regriding process, the computa-
tional domain is divided into two regions, one is the
polar region and the other is the equatorial region. The
polar region does not resolve the azimuthal angle, there-
fore, in the polar region, Equation A3 becomes
δ(x′, y′, z′)
{
1 if (x′, y′, z′) ∈ dv(ri, θj),
0 if (x′, y′, z′) 6∈ dv(ri, θj).
(A8)
The equatorial region resolves the azimuthal angle. An-
gular resolution is increased for both two regions as r
gets larger. We illustrate the spherical grid that is used
for the radiative transfer in Figure 8. The resolution
structure that we use is listed in Table 5.
Inner region Refined region
r ∈ [1.25, 2.5] AU r ∈ [2.5, 36] AU
dr dθ dφ dr dθ dφ
0.05AU pi/50 pi/50 0.05AU pi/100 pi/100
Table 5. Angular resolution of the equatorial region in ra-
diative transfer. The polar region has the same angular res-
olution except that azimuthal angle is not resolved.
In Section 2.2, we calculate the dust-free optical depth
by setting κ = κmol = 2.5 × 10−4 g·cm−3 everywhere.
The τ(r, θ, φ) for the radiation-hydrodynamic simulation
is re-calculated by using the adopted opacity profile in
Section 2.4.
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Figure 9. The snapshots for 6.0 AU binaries simulations without accretion in XY plane at Z = 0 for ρ [g·cm−3], τ , and T [K]
(from the left to right). The snapshots is provided at 1.91 orbits. In density plots we also show L1 potential with red dashed
lines and and L2 potential with a white dashed line.
Figure 10. The snapshots for 6.0 AU binaries simulations
without accretion in XZ plane at Y = 0 for ρ [g·cm−3].
The snapshots is provided at 1.91 orbits. We also show L1
potential with red dashed lines and and L2 potential a white
dashed line.
B. DISK AROUND SECONDARY WITHOUT
ACCRETION
Figure 9 shows a binary simulation of d = 6.0AU with
everything the same as the one in Section 6.2 except that
the accretion of the secondary is turned off. We find a
disk appears around the secondary and the secondary
cast a strong shadow in the line of sight of the AGB
star. There is also a high temperature bow shock in the
temperature plot. In Figure 10, we can see that the disk
around the secondary is thin.
